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UCSC — 9230 a.m. 9:30 a.m. — Gate open
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equal and opposite reaction." In this case, the action is the boundary
layer air being deflected down by the rim of the disc, and the reaction

5 I is the resulting lift on the disc. Thus, the deflected boundary layer airS C gives the disc lift for the same reason that a rocket's exhaust shooting
down gives the rocket lift.I I Disc Aerodynamics in Forward Flight

In addition to the lift produced by the disc’s spin, there are three
other effects that occur when a disc is moving through the air. The
disc moving through the air produces lift and drag for the same
reasons that an airplane wing produces lift and drag. Also, the disc
has a tendency to roll, or “turnover” as it flies. In the following sec-

By Fort Fetker tions, I’ll discuss these effects one at a time.
Tossing a disc through the air is fun. One of the reasons is that the Lift: A flying disc must produce a lift force to offset its weight or it

disc can be made to fly in so many different ways. You can make the would immediately fall to the ground. The disc's unique
disc curve to the right or curve to the left; throw the disc straight to characteristics raise some questions about how this lift is produced.
your friends or make it hang over their heads and slowly float into For example, a disc has a cross-sectional shape that is not even close
their hands. The interplay between the disc to the cross-sectional shape of an airplane airfoil. Does the disc have
and the wind adds a whole new dimension lift characteristics that are different from those of an airplane wing?
to the sport. It's intriguing that such rich ‘ How does the spin of the disc affect its lift in forward flight?
and complex flight characteristics can be . The best way to answer these questions is to conduct a wind tunnel
found in an object as simple as a disc. o test. In a wind tunnel test the disc is mounted in a tunnel that has air

I have spent many hours trying to vv . blowing through it. The lift on the disc can then be accurately
understand and explain these flight raa“"* measured as a function of the wind speed, the disc's angle of attack,
characteristics. What I have learned has tr“ and the disc’s rate of spin.
come from many different sources, in- is There were two wind tunnel tests conducted on various models of
cluding experiments and discussions with a_____ ‘ flying discs in Cambridge, Massachusetts, during the mid-seventies.
other enthusiasts. I have applied some of \ Another wind tunnel test was conducted at Harvard University. The
the results of classical aerodynamic theory results of both wind tunnel tests were the same. The lift produced by
to the problem of disc flight. In this article I Fort Fetker the disc was proportional to the square of the air velocity. For disc
will discuss some of the things that I have learned about flying disc angles of attack in the range that discs normally fly, the lift was direct-
aerodynamics. ly proportional to the angle of attack. The discis rate of spin did not

What makes a disc oat? have a large effect on the lift of the disc. Apparently, the main effect
Ever ene who has inrewn a disc with a friend has Seen new ii Writ of the disc’s spin in forward flight is to stabilize the disc. Of course, the

sometimes stop in the air above your triendis head, hang there for a frtim does Crohrtrrihrhte Szhgerhhrbas dries Shown eatherrih thls artist? halt
moment, and then slowly float down into his hands. Have you ever . Q amoun O I Con .t U 8 Q Spin WaS.Sma Compare O Q

wondered why it comes down so slowly, even when it’s not moving hh produced by the Wind blowing Over the disc‘
forward? Drag: The total drag on a flying disc can be divided into three parts

For a ioho time 1 thought that the ohiy reasoh the disc Came down called: skin friction drag, pressure drag, and induced drag. The total
so slowly was the resistance of the air. I thought that the air slows the drag on a dise depends on the size ot the dise and on the air density-
disc's fall just like it slows a feather’s fall. However, one day I did a it increases iineariy With the air density and aiso inereases Propor-
simple experiment that proved that the air resistance wasn’t the only tionaiiy to the square ot the dise diameter- The air density is iess at
thing that kept the disc aloft. I got a friend to help me and took two high attitudes and during hot days~ Thus» a good Way to make a iong
identical discs up to the second-floor balcony about 10 feet above the throw would be to bring a smaii‘diameter dise to Denyer on a hot
ground. We both dropped our discs at the same time, but I made my summer day-
disc spin as I released it. The disc that was not spinning always hit the Skin friction drag is the easiest to understand. It's simply the drag
ground well before the disc that was spinning. This shows that the on the surface of the disc caused by the friction of the air as it goes by.
spin of the disc somehow gives it lift. Skin friction drag is important for streamlined bodies like airplanes,

When you stick a knife in a jar of honey and pull it out, the honey but is not the most important drag mechanism for a flying disc. I

sticks to the knife and slowly runs off the end. If you try the same ex- estimate that the skin friction drag ranges from 0.02 lbs. (5% of the
periment with cooking oil you'll find that it runs off the knife faster disc’s weight) at very low flight speeds, to as much as 0.1 lbs. (23%
than the honey; and if you use water you’ll see that the water hardly of the disc’s weight) at extremely high flight speeds.
sticks to the knife at all. We describe these results by saying that pressure drag is more eompiex than Skin trietiori drao_ Basieeiiyr
honey has a lot of viscosity. Cooking oil has less viscosity than pressure drag is caused by flow separation. The air flowing over the
honey» and Water has iess Viscosity than either surface of the disc is not able to make extremely sharp turns. When

Air has Viscosity, too- When you throW a dise through the air» the the airstream is unable to turn sharply enough to follow the discis sur~
air sticks to the surface of the disc just like the honey sticks to the taee it “Separates” from the surface of the diso
knife. The thin layer of air that sticks to the disc and moves along with The reoioh ot Separated tiow next to the Surface of the disc is iiiied
it through the air is eaiied boundary iayer by turbulent, chaotic air that tends to be dragged along with the disc.

The boundary iayer spins around With the dise The eentritugai This region of turbulent air has a lower pressure than it would if the
toree on the air in the boundary iayer tends to toree it to the rim or the airstream had not separated. Since the low pressure region is acting
disc. Although the air right at the surface of the disc sticks to the disc, oh ah att_taeiho part ot the disc‘ it Causes drao oh the disc and Siows it

the rest oi the air in the boundary iayer is stung out to the rim oi the down. It would be very difficult to estimate the pressure drag on a
dise by the eentritugai toree- The eioser the air gets to the rim the disc. It is strongly influenced by the details of the shape of the disc. In
stronger the eentritugai toree beeomes- The boundary iayer on the fact, differences in pressure drag probably account for the fact that
bottom ot the dise is mo‘/ing Pretty tast When it runs into the rim ot some disc designs consistently fly farther than others of equal size
the diset and the air gets detieeted down by the rim~ You might eX' and weight. In any case, the pressure drag is probably several times
pect that the boundary layer on the top of the disc would be slung iarger than the Skin friction drag at any ight speed

Straight out from the disc when it gets to the edge’ but this does hot Induced drag is caused by the lift on the disc. Even if there was no
happen lhstead’ the ah tends to follow the Surface of the disc as long skin friction drag or pressure drag a lifting disc would still slow down
as it can, and the boundary layer air is partially turned down as it tries because er ire induced drad induced drag increases with the
to follow the surface of the disc.

Newton‘s third law of motion says, “For every action there is an Continued on page after next
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Can_ada of the disc s angle of attack and the square of the flight speed. For a

Mexlco throw that has a large angle of attack, such as an air-bounce throw,
U.S.A. the induced drag can be as large as 0.3 lbs. (68% of the disc’s
Belgium weight). The induced drag is easily the largest component of the total

drag at low speeds. At high speeds the disc has a very small angle of
attack and the induced drag would be less than 0.05 lbs. (11% of the

5anCti0Il€d disc’s weight). Thus, at high flight speeds, the induced drag is the
0IQaI1llilli0Il91 least important of the three kinds of drag.

D|3¢ COVERWG THE WORLD gzeotvle ‘Disc “Turnover”: One of the most difficult things for a beginning
P()STOFF|CEBOX125 Vere disc thrower to learn iS the need to compensate for the natural
QM/|5_ CAL|FORN|A ASSOCMUOII tendency of the disc to roll in its flight. Some discs do this more than

u.S.A. 95617. P-O- BQX 9552 others. Cheap lightweight discs roll very rapidly. Heavy golf discs do
R0Ch€$t€Y, NY not “turnover” much at all, but this is due more to their increased
14604 angular moment of inertia than to any aerodynamic phenomenon.
Yearly The fact that the fundamental cause of the rolling is aerodynamic in
membership, origin can be demonstrated by throwing a disc into the wind and then%""""""""""""""""" $8, inClud€S throwing the same disc downwind. You will find that the disc rolls

S e n d $ 1 _O 0 for C a t a|Og newsletter. much more rapidly when flying into the wind than it does when flying

and Frisbee poster. Riders of downwind. Also, people who have experimented with different disc
shapes have found that the tendency of the disc to “turnover” is very

the Wind dependent on the shape of the disc.
(eld events) The fact that the disc is spinning provides the key to understanding

NA ME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. P.Q. BOX 43 the tendency Qf the disc to rQ]l_ Since the disc is gpinning, it behaves
STREET Wall0P5 Island! like a gyroscope. A gyroscope has some interesting dynamic proper-

VA, 23337 ties. One of these properties is that if you push down on the edge of a

C/TY ......................................... .. Yearly gyroscope the point where you ore pushing will not move dowo In-
membership stead, the gyro will move down at a point that is 90 degrees away

STA TE """""""""""""""""" " $5 U.S., $7 from the point where you push. Imagine a clock face on the gyro. Six
Z/p f0f€iQY1- o’clock is closest to you, three o'clock is to your right, and twelve

lClUd€8 o’clock is away from you. lf the gyro is spinning clockwise and you
r1€w$l€fi€T- push down at twelve o'clock, the edge of the gyro will move down at

the 3 o’clock position. If the gyro is spinning counter-clockwise and
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DDC Players you push down at twelve o’clock, the edge of the gyro will move
A860Ciali0Il down at the nine o’clock position.

ll‘ i\‘<;_lll" ll ‘/1 2700 Huntington What this means for a flying disc is that the rolling motion is caused
Drive, by an imbalance in the lift acting on the front and back halves of the
San Marino, disc. Once again, imagine a clock over the disc. Twelve o‘clock is in
CA 91108 the direction of the disc’s flight, three o’clock is on the right, and so
Yearly on. Assume for now that the disc is spinning in the clockwise direc-
membership tion. If the disc has more lift acting on its front half than on its back

S J $4. Includes half, then the three o'clock position will move up and the nine
If 1

’\
W.

\ \».

i1‘li(>‘\i1l!‘l~‘l\
>~ i \[‘\‘\l\ v~.Vii‘li<i ~< it!

newsletter. o clock position will move down. If the disc has more lift on the back
L half than on the front half, then the three o'clock position will move

Ultimate down and the nine o’clock position will move up. Most discs roll in
::l§"~'"@‘<§-“-L Players this direction when they are thrown with a clockwise spin. This in-

C A l Association dicates that most discs produce more lift on their back half than on
"iii" P.O. Box. 4844 their front half.

<io~~~"e:~~1i1~iil1'» W too ' i ~ Santa Barbara, Disc aerodynamics is a challenging and fascinating topic for me,
v\Y(1\<‘ilHii "t\¢~t<i< 1" \ lll(i\('Hlt\(}(1lq i

ii~~-i~<»~~<~§l~i-~~ ~ »i~~»~~~i1~~~~ \ CA 93103 and this article has barely scratched the surface of the subiect. If any
'wsi~ HM)‘,KK1LiYiili!"Yiill‘5Ul(' \1( l€>(i<1t‘l+*s<' int _

-ini(,,.,,...M.-miimiwri~iii<,,W»<.i.».ii Yearly readers have conducted experiments that could shed some more
liilllilk (‘Y _ _ _ _ ,

U Y it -. (‘Oil membership light on the SUb]€Ci or if you have some ideas of your own Id ap-i i" i win iiiiit 'l‘ \H» ti it isrt it it X ll , ,

l\ I‘ »\ iii ~ riwwi F‘ - ~s it *. 1 i . . . . .

t\'A"l¢'l'l1lYll‘lt%fl'lllf~fill!‘\illlgl'llH\(\‘tixhlxiitlii iii $7 U.5.. $13 preciate it if you would share them with me. Write me care of World
iwiiix iiii \‘lV ' <iiiil<‘i<‘§§1\ ' t 0 ii, . . . . .

l.,i§i.,,iT..5,.,‘,,, :}1r,i\il("(‘(iiil\(:~dE:t[i}l,‘fl ‘ foreign. Disc Championships, P.O. Box 73, Capitola, CA 95010.

Pi‘
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i>i.\i.\"ii<ii<<=.\i »l’.'\i disc and

has a Bachelor of Science degree in Aeronautics and Astronautics,
\ ‘ '\] P ,

N1 if \ l >1 with honors, from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He cur-

/ (iii i\l

I S, IWN '~*<*<*\*'<\~\"**\*~ newsletter. Fort Felker has been throwing discs for more than eight years. Hew . iixx Kill,‘

lillllillill /\ \lli
\>ll'\ |l'\\ \\\lll\
I'M“ \lH\ rently works for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

J \I i .' \ . .*(

_ where he is conducting research on the aerodynamics of helicopters.
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is designed to promote and enhance Disc play. The Princess Anne‘ MD

1984 WORLD DISC CHAMPIONSHIPS will only Field Field Field Fleld Fteld

accept COnteStant5 who have participated in two or Fall Schedule Atlanta, GA CO State Champs Sept. 17~18 Cal State

t t t h b d Rochester, N.Y not Little Rock. AK 9' 24 Colo Springs Victoria, BC. Oct. 2425

more Ournamen S‘ e Coun ry as een W1 e Toronto, Ont available Charlotte, NC Helena, Mont Sonoma

into six regions. Each region has nine field tour- at this Oainsville, Fla Fall— Boise, lD

~ - - Call Jim for time. Shreveport, LA Alberquerque, NM Portland, OR Chico
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In ‘July Percentages of event lees Wlll Q0 to World scheduling. be announced Hattisburg, MS Tulsa, OK Vancouver, BC
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. .

Jan — Site ates awaii

ChamplOnShlpS' Tempe, AZ to be San Diego

° Field tournaments: $10 entry and $3 per event. Spring— announced Santa Barbara
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Crazy John Brooks, Kansas City, left; Judy Horwitz, New York, 1982 Women’s Overall Champion, center; Peter

Jensen, Denmark, right.

Congratulations 2
TWICE THE SHOE

to
all participants
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Condors seek 4th ultimate title
By Barton Merrill

The Santa Barbara Condors return to the Flying Disc Champion-
ships in quest of their 4th consecutive title. This year's team will
feature many of the same veterans who have helped the Condors to
their previous titles.

Traditionally the Condors have focused much of their energy
toward the mid-summer classic in Santa Cruz. Using the opportunity
to test many of the young disc players in a tournament format, gaug-
ing their performances and utilizing the results to help determine the
makeup of the fall championship squad.

In 1980 the Condors came to Santa Cruz and fairly easily

d isc players
tired, sore muscles, need to relax?
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Santa Barbara Condors, winner of Miller Cup Trophy.

dominated the competition in the preliminaries. A triumph over the
Dallas Sky Pilots in the semis put them in the finals against the
Eugene Dark Star. Some inspired play by Tom Kennedy and Cliff
(mr. photogenic) Marhoefer helped the Condors breeze to their first

The 1981 ultimate competition began much differently as the Con-
dors lost their first two games to Eugene and Stanford and then, as

they were rebounding with several wins, suffered a disheartening loss
to the Flying Circus; but their 3-3 record was good enough to get
them into the semis for a rematch with Dark Star. In one of the
highlight games of the year the Condors overcame a 2-goal deficit
with a string of 4 straight just before the half to take a lead. Dark Star
just would not fold, and though they held the lead, the Condors re-
quired some impressive play to succeed.

The finals had the Condors rematched with the Flying Circus who
h _had thoroughly dominated the tournament, crus ing everyone in

cluding the Condors, 13-8, in the preliminaries. The final was
markedly different as neither team could forge or sustain a lead. At
the end of the game with the Circus leading by 1, Peter Norvig in-
tercepted a Condor pass and threw an easy goal with just over a

minute to play. Santa Barbara scored and forced an overtime with a

spectacular block and subsequent score by Jim Turner. Due to time
constraints, it came down to a one-goal-wins situation. The Condors
won the flip, and with some patient offense by Doug Saulter and
Brian Q'Donnell, the Condors swooped into the goalzone for a hard-
earned victory.

Continued on next page

ltimate Bagel“
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Condors seek
4th ultimate title
Continued

Last year’s championship was the Condors‘ from start to finish as
they began and finished with the Chabot 101st, in between beating
teams from UMass, Springfield, Mo., Chicago, and most of the
prominent teams in the West, including the Flying Circus. Only the
Sky Pilots gave Santa Barbara a truly hard game in the prelims before
losing, 13-10. They met again in the semis and the Condors came
out smoking taking a 9-O halftime lead, and though the Pilots came
storming back, outscoring the Condors, 14-8, in the second half,
they ended up falling short and losing, 17-14.

Chabot had rebounded from their initial defeat and smoked
through the rest of the competition to make the finals. In the finals it
came down to a matter of desire as the Condors’ younger players,
Jim Kriedener, Kaey Nakae and Rich Gallagher, combined with
MVP Tom Lewis to thwart any title hopes Chabot had, winning,
21-15.

This year the Condors have ventured to many tournaments under
several different names: Buff Gnarly and the Disc Wailers, Gandhi
with the Wind, and the Tourists. They’ve traveled across the country
for the Eastern, they have split their team in half and yet one com-
mon trait has accompanied them — winning. They began the year by
winning the Winter Crystal Tourny then the April Fools fest, the Cal-
States, a co-title with the Rudies at the Easterns, The Santa Barbara
Ultimate Classic and finally their first Solstice title in Eugene.

This year they return to Santa Cruz and face the very difficult task
of retaining their title. This tournament has historically been good for
the Condors and they will undoubtedly be ready for the competition
that they will meet this week.
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The TOURISM CENTER is proud to
present their newest trdvel counselor

g. rose
World Freestyle Chompion

Come ond see rose cit the Tourism

425-TRIP
627 Center St., Scinto Cruz

THE TOURISM CENTER
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IN
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Three-part spoiler sole extension.

Qpen Sgtufdgy Q_5 Capitola Mall 1805 3E 41Sl Ave.
(408) 462-1516 Capitola, CA 95010
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Tournament
Records
Distance

l Open 433.75 ft. Scott Zimmerman
Women 294.6 ft. Suzanne Fields
Off Wharf 440.88 ft. Van Miller

i MTA
1 Open 15.53 sec. John Kirkland

(World Record)
Erik's DeliCale famous sandwich. | Women 10-51 599 Laura E0991

' Golf
Open 48 Crazy John Brooks
Women 60 Michele Marini, Judy

SINCE 1913 Howl
TROPHIES-ENGRAVINGS-PLAQUESRIBBONS Accuracv

fl . ‘§,/
1 "
l
\\ i

\\\

. l

56/75 Snapper Pierson
GLASS Elaluvma Overall Champions

1978 Don “Rocket Hoskins
I 1979 George Morris — Tita Ugalde
S 1980 Tom Kennedy — Laura Engel

1981 John Kirkland — Laura Engel

/2' \
1982 Scott Zimmerman — Judy

i COMPETITIVELY PRICED HOW
i Accuracy

’ 1979 Jeff Soto
1980 Tom Kennedy

’ 1981 S P‘
COLLEEN 1984 522552? PEZIZZE

Freestyle
Open

1978 John Dwork — Jeff
Felberbaum

I84 amno AVE smm cauz 1979 John Dwork — ~18“Felberbaum
1980 Richie Bartle — Roger Meir
1981 John Jewell Kevin Givens
1982 Joey Hodoklin — Chip BellFIIII—-—--—-_— womens

'1 Clbguri

| ‘FR

nmov rnoznu YOGURT I 33 21123 i 3222 52821222' 9
J‘) K Su Strait — Jane Engelhart\\ K I Kate Dow — Connie Bond

/ Distance“/ | 1978 Don Hoskins0I 1979 Tom Kennedy Tita Ugalde
Q6’ I 1980 Krae Van Sickle Tita Ugalde

gm‘? 1 '981 Joe Youngman Suzan FieldsI 1982 \/an Miller Judy Horwitzrveuway. I
1978

1 jUn|OI' yogurt free w/purchase thru 8/31 I 1979 George Moms Tita Ugalde

1980 Dave Dunipace Michele Mariniq 0 I 0 1981 George Morris Michele Marinie 1982 Steve Tufty Judy Horwitz

4610 Sequel D1" 1047 s. Sara-Snv Rd I MTA .

Soquel 476- 7550 San Jose 446-4047 1978 5h°“€ Rm?“1980 Krae \/an Sickle Laura EngelI K0038? at BZOSSOITI Hill 014337351 at Mirwmnte I 1981 Scott Zimmerman Teresa
San Jose .978-1111 Mt. View (415) .964-8888 GamanI— —_— — — — — —_— ——I 1982 Sm Mcvonaid Judy How
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Late Nite Special
$3.99

While the kids are away, play all you can play!
' 28 game tokens ($5.6O value)
' One mini-pizza (Up to two items)
' One mug of beer, glass ot wine or large pop
' Continuous entertainment (No cover charge ever)
° You must be l8 (21 tor alcoholic beverages)
° Valid l.D. reguired

Good 9 p.m. to ll p.m. (Sun. thru. Thurs.)
1O p.m. to 12 a.m. (Fri. and Sat.)

REDWOOD CITY (Exit lOl at Whipple) ' MILPITAS (Abel ott Oalaveras)
SUNNYVALE (El Camino & Bernardo) ° KOOSER ROAD (Opposite Princeton Plaza)

FONTAINE ROAD (Exit lOl at Tully East)
WINCHESTER ROAD (Opposite Mystery House) ° CAPITOL]-\ (Next to Nob Hill)

Not valid with any other otter. Subject to change or termination without notice



Tommie Lewis: ‘Old Guy’ has moves
By Barton Merrill

Winner of last year’s Henry Callahan award was Tommie
the Santa Barbara Condors. Tom is a four-year veteran of
competition, having developed his skills through the U
tramural program.

Lewis of
national

CSB in-

TL gained his first exposure to high level competition at the Pacific
Invitational in Oakland in 1979. Playing primarily a deep
Tom was instrumental in the Condors’ convincing victory
Flying Circus on their home field.

By 1981 TL had sufficiently improved his throwing skills s

position,
over the

o that he
was now one of the Condors’ starting quarterbacks and one of the

I E

Altemative Sports and Fashions;
'Discraft Discs and T-Shirts \“ 1
‘Foot Bags \ 1‘Skateboards \ / //////,/4' .

~Kites \ \ 5/
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<>/  

'Snowboards
~Action Wear
~Fun Fashions
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Tom Lewis, right, shows the ultimate in ultimate style.

200 tmosw _ F ': motivating forces behind the Condors’ drive toward a national cham-
Fl CUHIHS CO 80524 \ I s

57

,\§&@

454-6932

i . Please send rne a Frau Catalog of
Sports and Fashions '

Name

5‘

e
'9/4%

pionship. ln that title game against the New Jersey Knights of Nee,
Tom overcame a shaky start and became one of the instrumental
characters in the Condors’ dramatic come-from behind, 15-13, vic-
tory__ _ , / i‘ 

g1°l'§s‘ +1“ Tom is one of the “Old Guys" on the Santa Barbara squad with an

‘Y “ ° "’ who "ea nncnnny nbnny for gening open and nnninng the big Play nn the ngnr
time. The Henry Callahan Award was established to commemorate
the MVP in the finals of the Flying Disc Tournament, and in 1982
Tom won the award for his outstanding play against the Chabot
101st Airborne. Not only was his defense excellent, but he also
caught and threw many goals that helped forge the Condors’ victory

Q0 Tom is married and his wife, Dana, is one of the pivotal players on

121 LAWN WAY

CAPITOLA, CA.

ilue igse
Little Rose Earrings and Barrettes

Silk Roses ' Satin Roses ' Dried Flowers
Dried Herbs ' Potpourri 's

the Santa Barbara women s team. He is employed by a package
HUME UF delivery service in Santa Barbara. Earlier this year Tom suffered a

THE SUPER Cl'l|Cl(EN" freak injury when he was kneed in the calf diving for a block in the
FOOD To Go Easterns during the finals against the Rude Boys. The injury was so

severe that it required surgery and put Tom out of action for two
months

Tom his now fully recovered and back playing for the team. His
progress has been rapid and it looks as if he will step back in where he

AT SAN JOSE AVE left off earlier this spring. Tom is one of the players that has helped
make the Condors a winning organization. Look for him to assert

‘/1 BUICK OFF ESPLAIADE himself once again at this year’s FCC.

I I5 San Jose Auerule, Capllola. CA 950/0 Give il listen for the Stickband.



YOUR FANTASY
OUR REAl..l'l'Y

Hove you ever stepped up fo the fee on o 45Oft.
hole, scoffed dnd thought to yourself, “This

hole is reochoble...NO PROBLEM?!" Well now your fdnfdsy
con be o redlify.

Chombion Discs, lnc., hos creofed the Eogle?” d disc
thof flies fhe woy oll disc golfers dnd disfonce Throwers

dreonn o disc should fly. The Eogle is eosier to
control fhon dny ofher disc on the rndrket. On on dverdge it

will fly 2O "/8 forfher fhon onything currently ovdiloble.
Here of the world Disc Chompionshibs over 75 "/0

of oil disfonce competitors will be using our discs dnd every
golfer will be corrying on Eogle in his or her bog ds their rnoin

driver. So the next fime you fonfosize dbout reoching fhot
unreochoble hole or dredrn dbouf seffing o new world

disfonce record, pull out the king of the skies, pull out on
Eogle by Chdmpion Discs lnc.

At Champion Discs your fantasy ls our reallty.

For More Information Please Contact:
Champion Discs Inc.

P.O. Box 80368
Son Mdrino, Co <?llO8-8368

(213) 287-12%
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ONE OF SANTA CRUZ'S FINER MOTELS

NEAR BEACH 81 DOWNTOWN
POOL 0 SUNDECK I T.\/. 0 KITCHENETTES

ROOMS 0 SUITES v APARTMENTS
BY DAY 1 WEEK OR MONTH

monterey manor
motel

“A famlly owned establishment where
for over 30 years, friendliness and 325 PACIFIC AVENUE

Soft Cotton Sportswear
so you can
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BEER ° WINE

SANDWICHES
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* 211 Esplanade

“On The Beach”
l Capitola
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ALMADEN:

(In The Almaden Plaza, Blossom Hill & Almaden Expwy.)

CAMBRlAN:1440e Union Ave. ' CAMPBELL: 1581 w. Campbell
CAPITOLAZ 809 Bay Avenue ° FREMQNTI 39177 State SI.

GILROY: 7900 Westwood Dr. ~ GREENFIELD: Walnut & Hiway 101

HOLLISTER: (Nob Hill Shopping Center)
LOS GATOS: 15710 S.J.-L.G. Rd. ~ MILPITAS: 777 N. Capitol Ave.

MONTEREY: 900 Lighthouse Ave. ~ MORGAN HILL: 225 w. Main s1:

N0. SALINAS: Laurel s. Hiway 101

SALINAS: 1320 South Main s1. ' SAN JOSE 1179 Sara.-Svle. Rd.

SUNNYVALE:111 E El Camino
WATSONVILLE: (Main 1. men Valley Rd.)



Enjoy the ocean and the sun with rentals and lessons from
O’Neill’s. Whether Surfing, Sailing or Sailboarding,
O’Neill’s has it all at three locations.
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For Sailing

O'Neill
Yacht Center

At the Santa Cruz Yacht
Harbor, 476-5200

o ,,
"\,

For Sailboarding

7
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O NEILL

At the Santa Cruz Yacht
Harbor, 4625036




